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Our approach also will use the trace formula. However by following (and generalizing) a method used by Langlands [9] for G = SL (2, R), we will be able to obtain the error term for the asymptotic estimate.
A brief outline is as follows: In Section I we state the main theorem and its corollaries. In Section II we obtain the necessary geometric information and in Section III we assemble those theorems and facts from the theory of group representations we will need. In Section IV we make the trace computation and prove most of the main theorem. Section V is devoted to a calculation of curvature which completes the proof.
I would like to thank my advisors R. Szczarba and J. Arthur for suggesting the problem, their help and encouragement, and making available Langland's manuscript.
L Statement of the Main Theorem
From this point on we shall consider M as P\G/K with r acting as isometries on the universal Riemannian covering space G/K.
Since the free homotopy classes of loops in P\G/K are in one to one correspondence with the conjugacy classes of r, we may define the non-negative real number L ({ y }) for each conjugacy class { y } by L ({ y }) = L (a^), where o^ is the minimal representative in the free homotopy class determined by y, and L(.) is the Riemannian length. Such a minimal representative exists and in fact:
L({y})= inf d(x,yx).
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Here d(., .) is the Riemannian distance function (see Dieudonne [4] , p. 396).
Thus L is a function defined on the conjugacy classes of F and E (x) is given by EM=card{{Y}|L({Y})^x}.
Here card denotes cardinality. We will see that the conjugacy classes of r are given by 00 U U { ^ }» where P is a maximal set of non-conjugate primitive elements. An ele-Y6P k==l ment y is primitive if T k = y for T e F implies that k = ± 1. (P is also the set of periodic geodesies.) It is also true that if y is a primitive element then L ({ Y fe }) = k L ({ y }).
[From now on we will abuse notation and write L ({ y }) = L (y). ] We consider the following functions: (N = The definitions of these functions are motivated by the definitions of similar functions in the elementary theory of numbers. The function n (x) is the enumerating function for periodic geodesies.
The Riemannian metric on r\G/K is a positive multiple of the one induced by the Killing form of G. We shall prove our theorem for r\G/K when this multiple is 1, and then in the last section connect our result to other multiples. The main theorem will be stated for the general case.
Consider the following numbers: n, dimension of r\G/K; , sup of the sectional curvatures of P\G/K; 8, inf of the sectional curvatures of r\G/K; S, scalar curvature of r\G/K. We define a as follows a^n-lX-S) 172 , if ^=8 and
) rf
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We are now able to state the main theorem. THEOREM 1. -There is a constant T| (depending on T) such that [1 -(1/2 w)] a ^ T| < a, and If we define GE (n) (G, (n)) as the nth L (y), { y } e F (y e P) in increasing order and counted with multiplicities, then using standard techniques one can prove:
Remark. -The formula for a above involves only metric data and does not use the classification theorem. Simpler possible expressions are:
1. a = 2 [| p |[, when r\G/K has the metric from B the Killing form of G. Here p is as defined in Section III and [|. || is the norm induced by B.
2. a = (n+q-l) (-^1 /2 , where q = 0, 1, 3, 7 according to whether G/K is a real, complex, quatemionic, or Cayley hyperbolic space.
The first step in proving Theorem 1 is to show that the estimate for 0 implies the remaining estimates. The proof that (iii) implies (iv) is similar.
In view of Proposition 18 we may write n (x) as the Stieltjes integral
If we integrate the right hand side by parts we obtain
•J:
Proof of (ii) implies (iii). -Assuming (ii) we obtain from (1) that
• f"4*+ f Thus we need only show (i), this will occupy most of the rest of this paper.
H. Setting the Stage
The basic reference for this section is Wallach [14^], especially Chapter 7. We have tried to keep as close to his notation as possible.
Let t © p be a Cartan decomposition for 9, the Lie algebra of G, with I a compact Lie algebra. Let K be the connected subgroup of G corresponding to I, since we have assumed G has trivial center K is compact. We will identify the tangent space of G/K at eK with p. If B is the Killing form of G, then B is positive definite on p and defines a G invariant Riemannian metric on G/K. With this metric the following facts are true: (see Helgason [6 a], p. 173, 205).
(1) The Levi-Civita connection has strictly negative curvature.
(2) Each pair of points in G/K is jointed by a unique geodesic.
(3) If X e p the geodesic in the direction of X through eK is given by t -> (exp t X) K.
Let r c G be a discrete co-compact subgroup such that F acts without fixed points on G/K. Then G/K -> F\G/K is the universal Riemannian covering (with the induced metric on P\G/K). As was mentioned in Section I, if y e T then L(y)= inf d(x, yx).
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We choose a maximal abelian subalgebra a of p. Then din^a = 1. We choose a fixed set of positive roots A 4 ' for the pair (9, a). Let Ho e a be such that B (Ho, Ho) = 1 and ^(Ho) > 0 for every XeA 4 '. We denote by A the subgroup corresponding to a. Exp | a is a diffeomorphism and its inverse we denote by log.
We let I)_ be a maximal abelian subalgebra of I such that [l)«, a] = { 0 }, then 1) == t)_ © a is a Cartan subalgebra of g. If C = { g | g e G Ad (g) |c = id } is the associated Cartan subgroup then it can be shown that C = (C n K) A. It is clear that C centralizes A.
Because G/r is compact, every element of r is semi-simple. Since G has real-rank one every semi-simple element of infinite order is conjugate to an element of C with nontrivial A component. Thus if y e F then there are u e G, m^ e C n K and ae A-{ e }, such that m^a^ = uy M~1. Since there is an m* e K such that m* am*~1 = a~1 we may assume log fly =t Ho, with f>0.
This is related to the geometry of r\G/K in the next proposition. 
Proof of Proposition 5. -Let Y = { (exp t Ho) 11 e R }. Using our description of the geodesies though e K and the fact that m^ a^ e C, it is easy to see that Y and m^ ay satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6. Thus we have To prove Proposition 7 we need the following lemma of Preissmann [13] . (ii) If r^ = (r) r/^/z T ^ primitive.
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Proof: (i) Imbed Fy in the isometry group of R 1 via Lemma 8. By using the compactness of G/F it is easy to see that the image of Fy in Iso (R 1 ) is discrete. Since F has no torsion this implies Fy is infinite cyclic.
(ii) If Fy = (r) and T = ^s, then ^ commutes with y thus ^ = T". Since r is torsion-free M=±I.
Proof of Proposition 7:
(i) Clear.
(ii) Clear, since a^ = exp r L (y) Ho, for every r ^ 1.
in. Representation Theory and the Trace Formula
In this section we shall assume basic representation theory and facts which may be found in Wallach [14 a, 6] , and Borel [3] . For information about the trace formula see Wallach [146] .
Most of the trace formula manipulations can be found in the preceding reference, however since we are obtaining a numerical result the normalizations chosen are important. Thus in this section we make explicit which facts and theorems we are using.
We denote by C^° (G) the complex-valued C°° functions on G with compact support, [n (f) is known to be trace class.] We shall give G/r the invariant measure determined by Haar measure on G and counting measure on F. We will denote by p, the (left) regular representation of G on L 2 (G/r).
Since G/r is compact [i(f) is trace class for/eC^°(G) and moreover L 2 (G/F) decomposes over G as a direct sum of Hilbert spaces.
is a non-negative integer. Thus we have trn(/)= £^Nr(co)9,(/).
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Furthermore following a standard manipulation (see Wallach [156] ), and using Proposition 7 we may write
To further analyze the terms in the trace formula we note that if y e r is conjugate in G to Ay = Wy ^ Wy e C n K, ^ = exp (L (y) Ho), then we may transport the measure from G^ to Gy without affecting the product
fdgy'g-^dg.
J G/Gyk
Thus we obtain Combining (1) and (2) we obtain
This last equality is quite significant as we shall see shortly. However, we first make a digression concerning the Haar measure on G. As mentioned previously, the action of a on g may be diagonalized. For 'k e A 4 ' let ^ = { X [ X e 9 [H, X] = K (H) X for every H e a }, let n = ^ (^, and let N be the connected subgroup corresponding to n.
XeA
We denote by p that element of a<t = Hom^ (a, C) defined by p (H) = 1/2 tr (ad H [ n). The Iwasawa decomposition for G says that G = KAN. We shall take for Haar measure on G the measure dg such that for /e C^° (G),
JG JjjKAN
Where dn is any Haar measure on N, the measure on K has volume 1, and da is such that
groups counting measure and the measure on C == (K n C) A will be the product of the Haar measure on K n C with volume 1 and da. With these normalizations we have the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 10:
vol(C/(^))=L(y).
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Proof. -Let U be a fundamental domain in A for Oy (Ay = Wy a,y), then it is easily seen that C n K x U is a fundamental domain for m^ a in C. But vol(C n K x U) = vol(C n K).vol(U) and we may take for U exp ([0, log a] ).
Combining this with (3) we obtain
For our problem only a special kind of/need be considered. We denote by C^° (G//K) the K bi-invariant functions i. e. C^(G//K) = {/:/eC,°°(G)/(fe,gfe,) =/(g), for geG k,, fe.eK}.
If /e C^° (G//K), and (TI, H) is a representation of G then n (/) is particularly nice. Let^ = {u : veH n(k)(v) = i?, for every feeK}.
PROPOSITION 11. -LetfeC^ (G//K) W Oc, H) be a unitary on representation of G, then (i) TC (/) (H) s ^ W n (/) (H^) = (0). (ii) If n (/) ^ of trace class then tr n (/) = tr (TC (/) Inio).
The proof is straightforward. Thus if G 1^ = {co : (n, H) e® and ^ ^ (0) } and if/e C, 00 (G//K) we have trp(/)= E Nr((o)9,(/).
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Now for rank one groups, 9^ (/) [for 0 e G 1^) have been classified and this is what we will discuss next.
Let v e a^ then C' is the set of continuous functions / on G such that /(gman)=^-< iv+p) < logfl >/(g) for every geG, weM, aeA, and weN. Here p is as before and i = ^/-l. We define an inner product on C^ by < /i, f^ > == /i (A:)/^ (fe) rffc, and we let IT be the Hilbert JK space completion with respect to < , >. We let G act on C" by n^ There is an even C 00 function with compact support a, such that a = \|/, where ? is the Euclidean Fourier transform.
We can use S (/) to find tr n (/) with the following theorem of Kostant. The growth of the N, and M( will be important to us later so we record here a theorem of Gangolli. PROPOSITION 14 (Gangolli) . -(see Gangolli [5] ):
PROPOSITION 13 (Kostant). -Let coeG^, then there is a vea^ such that (i) 6<o (/) = S (/) (v) for every fe q° (G//K). (ii) If v is as in (i) then either
(ii) If N (r) = E N,, then N (r) = 0 (r").
1|V./|| ^r
Here n = dimG/K W |[ v, || = | y,(Ho) [ (see Gangolli [5] ).
The function/may be recovered from S (/) by the next proposition (the Plancherel Theorem). 4' SfiRIE -TOME 10 -1977 -N° 2
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Moreover, there is a polynomial p(s) of degree n-\ (without constant term), and an we{0,l,-1} such that C (s a) = tan^s p (s), Here a e a* is such that a (Ho) = 1, and a* 4 ' = { X : X e a* A-(Ho) > 0 }.
The trace formula can be simplified further with the aid of the next proposition (see Wallach [14 a], p. 182) .
Remark. -Wallach leaves the measure on C undetermined, however, it is easy to see that the correct measure to insure Proposition 16 is the product of the measure on A and a measure on K so that vol (K n C) = 1/| Z |, [ Z | = cardinality of the center. Thus our choice of measure is correct.
By diagonalizing Ad (m^ a^) (on n) over C and using the fact that the eigenvalues of Ad 
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By using this proposition and the Fourier inversion theorem on R 1 we obtain
Where a = exp tHo, a (Ho) = 1.
Combining this equation, (4), and Proposition 15 we obtain
We shall use this formula to solve our problem in the next section.
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE I/ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
IV. Trace Computation
To facilitate our computation we use the various terms in the trace formula identifying letters. Let /r e C^° (G//K). We define: Proof. -Suppose not and let (p be a C°° positive, even, compactly supported function which is 1 on a neighbourhood of the accumulation point. By the Paley-Wiener Theorem (Prop. 12) there is a function /y e C^° (G//K) such that
This implies Dy is infinite, which is a contradiction.
We now begin our computation. Let (p be a non-negative C°° function of a real variable such that
(1) support of (p c [- 
J-oo
Our first task will be to estimate B-r and C-r. We will do this with the following lemma. f^*x,)(».>-^oc""'-"). ^».
The proof of the lemma is straightforward. We estimate B^ first, recall 4' S&UE -TOME 10 -1977 -N° 2
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Now it is easy to see that
Thus if s ^ ^o(Ho)/2: O^^o^2 11 ' 511 -6^) .
Next we will estimate Aj. and Ey; recalling Propositions 14 and 15, we see that both AT Integrating by parts and using the hypothesis on F we obtain rrfF(5)^» -l)e1\
O^-^").
1+S
Using the fact that e"^ ^ (1 +^)" 1 for s ^ ^e T , integrating by parts, making the substitution M = e~^ s, and using the hypothesis on F, we obtain
A summary of our estimates is:
AT and ET are 
A(T)^<D(T)^i;(T).
This completes the proof of the estimate and the main theorem.
V. Some Calculations
In Thus in this case the sectional curvature has constant value -(1/2) p.
